
“Calling All 
Hams!” 

  I guess that this  
being Halloween, we 
can get together at 
our usual haunts, 
and enjoy great 
QSOs.  No bones 
about it, we welcome 
all the boys and 
ghouls to join our 
7.272 Chew net daily. 

           ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

  Antenna in the trees… 
   
     N2UJ-Lenny lives in an area that  
doesn’t appreciate amateur radio  
antennas disturbing their view of  
pristine, manicured lawns. To get 
around that he built a vertical antenna in 
his tree.  Lenny reports: 
  “The vertical antenna runs up the tree 
about 43' right to the top. It's connected 
to a pull cable.  I had a dipole run verti-
cally before the vertical antenna but the 
reception on the vertical is much better 
and can be tuned from 80-10 meters. 
However, I don't have any radials in-
stalled yet.   I do have two grounding 
rods tied in to assist in the counter-
poise. One is by the tree and the other 
one is at the point of entry.  I'm us-
ing the 4:1 balun which was sug-
gested  for this length of cable. 
  I still need my tuner but the SWR isn’t 
too bad. I'm sure when I get the radials 
installed, it should work much better.” 

  Below is a close-up of the balun and 
wiring for the tree-vertical antenna. 

“I haven’t given up on a dipole, so I have a 
group of trees on the south side of my 
house where I've been quietly installing 
PVC to the shack. I have about 30' left to 
finish the run. These trees are farther 
apart. I have a 160-10 meter dipole ready 
to go.  My son has a drone so that's how I 
can get the height. We use fishing string, 
which the drone can handle well, and 
while it hovers over the tree we are able to 
get it in place. I then swap it out for a pull 
cable, and slowly hoist up each leg of the 
dipole. I will make a video of it when we 
are ready, once the heat lets up here. 
These pine trees are taller and should 
make a good antenna. At my previous 
QTH I found that a longer dipole for multi-
ple bands worked really well.”  73’s all, 

Lenny-N2UJ 
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      The “Comfy Chair” 

 
 AA8DF-Roger  sends 
in his latest “20 year 
old” woodworking  
project… 
   I built  this chair 
about 20 years ago. 
The plans were in 
the Feb 1999 issue of 
Wood Magazine.  It’s 
called a Morris chair 
from the English Arts 

and Crafts movement.  Very popular in the 
‘20s and ‘30s I think.  Of course they were 
oak with cushions of your choice and I love 
it.  In the background is a small sample of. 
my hundreds of QSL cards, mostly from my 
CW days. 
                    73s,  AA8DF-Roger 
      ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

What to do when the HOA 
doesn't 
like your 
antenna.. 
    
  It seems a bit 
drastic though; 
we know what 
pains they can 
be when it 
comes to ham 
radio  
operations. 

  
Double Rainbow on the  
    St. Lawrence Seaway 

  KC2UT-Jerry sends in this view of a  
double rainbow, reflecting off a calm St. 
Lawrence Seaway near Kring Point N.Y. 
         ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  

License Renewal  
    Instructions 
  We all know how “scary” it is, 
negotiating the new FCC website.  To help 
out fellow hams, QST has made license re-
newal a little less intimidating.  With kind per-
mission from ARRL, a reprint of this article 
can be found on pages 3 and 4 of this news-
letter. This article has been posted to the 
ARRL website as a free download - http://
www.arrl.org/this-month-in-qst  There is also 
an accompanying video to view as a guide on 
the site.   If you can’t magnify this newslet-
ter page to read the fine print, call up the 
ARRL website.              
                 73, Loby-WA2AXZ/9 

    
A note from your editor … 
   Our monthly newsletter, “THE  CHEW”,   
contains information about the activities 
and participants in the 7.272 Ragchew 
Net.  We rely on contributions of stories 
and pictures from the members to keep 
all of us up to date, impart   information 
we can all use and, of course, to raise  a 
smile and a chuckle or two. If you find a 
new “Taz” photo that can be used for fu-
ture certificates and QSLs, that too is 
greatly appreciated. Without you, there is 
no Chew! Please, e-mail your stories, 
tech info and photos to Loby at: 
wa2axz@arrl.net                                                  
Many Thanks!    

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Goods and Services: 
Need QSLs 

or  
Eyeball       

   Cards ??   
   KB3IFH QSL Cards 
www.kb3ifh.homestead.com  

                         ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Volunteers                
           Wanted! 
   If you would like to be one of our Net 
Control Stations on a regular schedule 
or as an occasional fill-in, 
please contact our net sched-
uler, KB3LGO-Walt. 

    ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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